We construct a generic extension in which the @ 2 nd canonical function on @ 1 exists.
Introduction For ordinal functions on ! 1 , l e t f g if f ! 1 : f g g contains a closed unbounded set. By induction on ; the th canonical function f is de ned if it exists as the least ordinal function greater than each f ;
i.e. if h is any other function greater than all f ;
, then f h. If Now let 1 ; 2 X; and assume that we h a ve already constructed qj stronger than all the p n j :As eventually all p n j force 1, it follows by their genericity that the countable sets p n c o n verge to a closed subset of : So we l e t q = S n p n f g; and in order that q be a condition, we h a ve t o v erify that qj k = 2 _ S : Let q 0 be any condition in P stronger than qj : Since 2 N; we m a y assume that _ S 2 N; and N satis es that for eventually all n; p n j forces 1 We shall nish the proof of the Theorem by s h o wing that in the generic extension by P; the functions f i ; i ;are canonical. We s h o w that for each i ; f i is the least function greater than all the f j ; j i : We already know t h a t f i f j for all j i : Let g 2 M be any function such that f j g for all j i ; and let S = f : g f i g: We w ant t o s h o w that S is nonstationary. Let be an ordinal such that S = S; su ciently large so that all the clubs witnessing f j g all j i belong to M : Hence M satis es 1, and so the forcing at stage adjoins a closed unbounded set that is disjoint from S.
